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Abstract
Sanskrit is very rich in compound formation unlike modern Indian Languages. The compound
formation being productive it forms an open-set and as such it is also not possible to list all the
compounds in a dictionary. The compound formation involves a mandatory sandhi. But mere
sandhi splitting does not help a reader in identifying the meaning of a compound, since typically a
compound does not code the relation between its components explicitly. To understand the meaning
of a compound, it is necessary to identify its components and discover the relation between them.
An expression providing the meaning of a compound is called a paraphrase.
In this paper, we summarize our experience in building an automatic paraphrase generator
for Sanskrit compounds. On the face of it, it simply turns out to be a generation problem and
hence should be trivial. The actual implementation, however needed a morphological analyser that
can handle the bound morphemes in compounds. The paraphrase handler could produce correct
paraphrases for around 90% of the compounds.
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Introduction

Sanskrit has more than 2500 years old almost exhaustive grammar in the form of Pānini’s As.tādhyāyı̄
which has the features of computationality. However, only recently Sanskrit Computional Linguistics1
has gained a momentum. In this decade there have been many efforts to develop computational tools to
access Sanskrit texts ( [3]], [7]], [12]], [8]], [2]]). There have also been ongoing efforts to compare the performances of various morph analysers and also to discuss the interoperability issues, both at the national
as well as international levels.
Most of the Sanskrit Computational tools handle morphological analysis and sandhi splitting. Some
of them( [3]]) also do the sentential parsing. However, there have been almost negligible efforts in handling Sanskrit compounds. Sanskrit is very rich in compound formation unlike modern Indian Languages.
The compound formation being productive it forms an open-set and as such it is also not possible to
list all the compounds in a dictionary. The compound formation involves a mandatory sandhi. But
mere sandhi splitting does not help a reader in identifying the meaning of a compound, since typically
a compound does not code the relation between its components explicitly. To understand the meaning
of a compound, it is necessary to identify its components and discover the relation between them. An
expression providing the meaning of a compound is called a paraphrase (or vigrahavākya).
In this paper we summarize our experience in building an automatic paraphrase generator for Sanskrit compounds. The organisation of the paper is as follows: We give a brief outline of salient features of
Sanskrit compounds and its semantic classification in the next section. In the third section, we describe
the actual algorithms. The results of evaluation are presented in the fourth section.
1 International

Symposium on Sanskrit Computational Linguistics held in 2007, 2008 and 2009.
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Sanskrit Compounds

Typical Western Linguistics definition of compound is a “lexeme with more than one stems”. The
Sanskrit word samāsah. for a compound means samasanam which means “combination of more than one
words into one word which conveys the same meaning as that of the collection of the component words
together”. While combining the components together, a compound undergoes certain operations such
as loss of case suffixes, loss of accent etc. A Sanskrit compound thus has one or more of the following
features ( [9]], [5]]):
1. It is a single word (ekapadam).
2. It has a single case suffix (ekavibhaktikam) with an exception of (aluk) compounds such as (yudhis.t.irah.),
where there is no deletion of case suffix of the first component.
3. It has a single accent(ekasvarah.).
4. The order of components in a compound is fixed.
5. No words can be inserted in between the compounds.
6. The compound formation is binary with an exception of dvandva and bahupada bahuvrı̄hi.
7. Euphonic change (sandhi) is a must in a compound formation./
8. Constituents of a compound may require special gender or number different from thier default
gender and number. e.g. pān.ipādam, pācikābhāryah., etc.
Though compounds of 2 or 3 words are more frequent, compounds involving more than 3 constituent words with some compounds even running through pages is very common in Sanskrit literature.
Here are some examples of Sanskrit compounds involving more than 3 words.
1. v
dv
dAgtttvj,2 =v
d - v
dAg - tttv - j,(a person knowledgable in the philosophies/essence of the veda
and vedānga)

Figure 1: Constituency representation of v
dv
dAgtttvj,
2. prvrmкVmEZmrFEcmjrFcycEctcrZygl3 =prvr - mкV - mEZ - mrFEc - mjrF - cy - cEct - crZ - ygl
3. яlAEd&yApкpETvF(vABAvprEtyoEgpETvF(vvtF4 =яl - aAEd - &yApк - pETvF(v - aBAv - prEtyoEg - pETvF(vvtF
The Sanskrit compounds are classified semantically into four major types:
• Tatpurus.ah.: (Endocentric with head typically to the right),
2 Rāmāyanam
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in katha.mukham
4 Kevalavyatireki-prakaranam : Manikana
.
.
.
.

3 Pañcatantram
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• Bahuvrı̄hih.: (Exocentric),
• Dvandvah.: (Copulative), and
• Avyayı̄bhāvah.: (Endocentric with head typically to the left and behaves as an indeclinable).
The compounds are formed with two words at a time with an exception of Dvandva 5 and bahupada
bahuvrı̄hi. Hence compounds can be represented faithfully as a binary tree, as shown in figure 1.
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Compound Processor

There are four tasks involved in identifying the meaning of a compound.
1. Segmentation: This involves splitting the sandhi and identifying individual components. eg.
splitting tp--vA@yAyEnrt
n as tps^ - -vA@yAy - Enrt
n.
2. Syntactic Parsing: This involves getting the parse of a compound depicting its composition, in
terms of a tree.
A Syntactic parser will produce the parse of an input string tp--vA@yAyEnrt
n as <<tps^ -vA@yAy>-Enrt
n>, or equivalantly as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Syntactic Parser
3. Semantic analysis: To decide the type of a compound at each node of composition.
A Semantic analyser would assign labels to each of these nodes as
<<tps^ - -vA@yAy>Di-Enrt
n>T7
or as shown in figure 3,

Figure 3: Semantic analysis
where T7 and Di for the compound labels viz. saptamı̄-tatpurus.a and itaretara dvandva.
4. Paraphrase Generation: To generate a paraphrase of a compound.
The Paraphrase generator would paraphrase the given compound as
5 An
example of dvandva compound involving more than two constituents
(rāmalaks.man.abharatebhyah.) which means for or from rāma, laks.man.a and bharata.
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is

rAml#mZBrt
<y,

tp, c -vA@yAy, c = tp--vA@yAy, (= tt^1)6
gloss: penance and self-study
(tt^1{7}7 =) tE-mn^ Enrt, = tp--vA@yAyEnrt,(=tt^2)
gloss: who is constantly engaged in penance and self-study
(tt^2{3}=) t
n = tp--vA@yAyEnrt
n
gloss: By that person who is constantly engaged in penance and self-study
Segmentation needs a good sandhi splitter and morphological analyser.The syntactic parser needs
in addition the knowledge about mutual expectancy. The semantic analyser requires a lexical resource
rich with semantic information. Pān.ini has given a set of rules metion the range of s/s which help
in deciphering the compounds. These rules are being explored further. A tagging scheme to assign
appropriate tags to the nodes is evolved(See Appendix 1). Two important aspects for deciphering a
compound are: to identify the head and to identify the relation between components. The proposed
tags mark both of them. E.g. T7 stands for compound of type tatpurus.a and 7 indicates the vibhakti
of the first component. Assuming that a manually parsed compound is available, we describe below a
paraphrase generator.

3.1

Paraphrase generator

A semantically analysed compound has the following syntax.
compound: < component - component > tag
component: word | compound
tag: A[1-6]
| Bs[2-7] | Bs[dgpsu] | Bsm[gn] | Bv[sSU] | B[bv]
| D[is]
| K[1-5]
| Km
| T[1-7] | T[bgmnp]
| Tds
| [ESUd]
word: [a-zA-Z]+
Sanskrit compounds tagging syntax
We define a compound formed with the leaf nodes of a binary tree as of level one. Compounds
involving at least one component as a compound (i.e. a non-leaf node) are termed as of leaf 2.
3.1.1

Paraphrase Generation at level 1

In Sanskrit compounds, as mentioned above, only the last component contains the case suffix8 .
Hence the major task of the paraphrase generator is to decide the gender, number and case suffix of the
last component of compound. The paraphrase of a compound varies with the type of a compound. We
illustrate below the rules and algorithms for two compounds viz. tatpurus.a and bahuvrı̄hi. Appendix I
contains rules for generating paraphrases for different compound types.

1. Algorithm for tatpurus.ah.:
Input: <x-y>Tn
where x is nominal stem,
y is a noun,
T stands for the tatpurus.a compound and n indicates the case.
Output: The paraphrase of <x-y>Tn
Steps:
(a) Get default gender of x from the lexicon. Let it be g1 .
pronoun tt^ is used as a place holder or a variable. The indices 1,2,.. indicate different place holders.
indicates 7th case
8 with an exception of an aluk samāsah
.

6 The
7 {7}
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(b) Get the morphological analysis for y. In case of multiple answers,
use the following heuristics to select the most appropriate analysis.
-In case of different stems and different genders, keep all answers.
-In case of same stems with different genders, select the default gender.
Let the stem and the gender be y’ and g2 respectively. Let the case suffix be c1 .
(c) Generate the appropriate forms of individual components, by invoking the generator. Let
x́= x<gen=g1 > <case=n> <num=1>,
and
y̋=y’ <gen=g2 > <case=1> <num=1>
(d) Call the Sentence Generator to generater x́y̋ as the paraphrase of the compound <x-y>Tn .
(e) If y is not in nominative form, generate the singular form with case c1 of the 3rd person
pronoun in gender g2 .
For example
input=<tp--vA@yAy - Enrt
n>T7
x=tp--vA@yAy
y=Enrt
n
n=7
1. default gender of x is neuter
x́=tp--vA@yAy<gender=mesculine><case=7><number=2> = tp--vA@yAyyo,
2. Enrt
n=Enrt<gender=neuter><case=3><number=1>
ý=Enrt,
g2 =neuter,
g=3,
y̋=Enrt<gender=neuter><case=1><number=1> = Enrt,
3. t
n=tt^<gender=neuter><case=3><number=1>
tp--vA@yAyyo, Enrt,, t
n=tp--vA@yAyEnrt
n
2. Algorithm for bahuvrı̄hi :
The bahuvrı̄hi is an exocentric compound. As such the morphological analysis of such compounds
pose a special problem. The head of such compounds assume the gender of an object it denotes. For
example consider a bahuvrı̄hi compound formed by the words pı̄ta (yellow) and ambaram (cloth).
The word ambaram is in neuter gender. When it is used to refer to a man wearing yellow clothes
its form is pı̄tāmbarah. and when it refers to a woman wearing yellow clothes its form is pı̄tāmbarā.
The compounds in these cases are tagged as <pı̄ta-ambarah.>Bs6 and <pı̄ta-ambarā>Bs6. Now
to generate the paraphrase, we require the nominal base of ambarah. and ambarā. But since the
dictionary does not have the base form with these genders, an analyser may fail to analyse the
head. In order to handle such cases, the morphological analyser has been modified to get the default nominal base in case the word is a post component (uttarapada) of a compound. We describe
below the algorithm for generation of paraphrase of bahuvrı̄hi compounds.
Input: <x-y>Bsn
where x is the nominal stem,
y is a noun,
Bs stands for the samānādhikaran.a bahuvrı̄hi compound and n indicates the case.
Output: Paraphrase of <x-y>Bsn.
Steps:
a) Get the morphological analysis of y.
Let it be stem=y’, gender=g2 , case=c1 .
Get the default gender of y. Let it be g1 .
b) Generate
x’=x <gen=g1 ><num=1><case=1>
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y”=y’<gen=g2 ><num=1><case=1>
c) Let z be the 3rd person pronoun with gender g1 .
Generate
z’=z<gen=g1 ><num=1><case=c1 >
and
z”=z<gen=g1 ><num=1><case=1>
The paraphrase is x’ y” z’ z”
e.g. <pFt - aMbr,>Bs6=pFtm^ aMbr\ y-y s,,
<pFt - aMbrA>Bs6=pFtm^ aMbr\ y-yA, sA.

3.1.2

Paraphrase Generation for higher level compounds

While generating a paraphrase of a compound involving another compound as a component, decision has to be made as to whether to use the compound or its paraphrase in the generation. To make
the point clear consider a 2 level compound
tp--vA@yAyEnrt
n=<tp--vA@yAy - Enrt
n>T
=<<tps^ - -vA@yAy> Di−Enrt
n>T7
The paraphrase of <tps^ - -vA@yAy>Di is tp, c -vA@yAy, c. The paraphrase of the complete compound then can be expressed as
a) tp, c -vA@yAy, c=tp--vA@yAyO,
tpEs c -vA@yAy
 c Enrt,=tp--vA@yAyEnrt,
t
n tp--vA@yAyEnrt
n
or as
b) tp, c -vA@yAy, c=tp--vA@yAyO,
tp--vA@yAyyo, Enrt,=tp--vA@yAyEnrt,
t
n tp--vA@yAyEnrt
n
or as
c) tp, c -vA@yAy, c=tp--vA@yAyO(=tt^1),
tE-mn^ Enrt,=tp--vA@yAyEnrt,(=tt^2),
t
n tp--vA@yAyEnrt
n
From generation point of view b is easier than a and c is more easier then b. We have decided to
follow c, not only becuase of its simplicity but because of its wide usage in Sanskrit literature as well.
The only way we differ from the tradition is in indexing the pronouns if more than one components are
present.
Following this approach, we give below the paraphrase of
<<<<<<<prvr - mкV>Tm-mEZ>T6-mrFEc>T6-mjrF>K3-cy>T6-cEct>T3-<crZ - ygl,>T6>Bs6
as
prvrrAяAnA\ mкV, = prvrmкV, (=tt^1),
(tt^1{6}=) t-y mEZ, = prvrmкVmEZ, (=tt^2),
(tt^2{6}=) t-y mrFEc, = prvrmкVmEZmrFEc, (=tt^3),
(tt^3{1}=) t
 ev mjy, = prvrmкVmEZmrFEcmjy, (=tt^4),
(tt^4{6}=) t
qA\ cy, = prvrmкVmEZmrFEcmjrFcy, (=tt^5),
(tt^5{3}=) t
n cEctm^ = prvrmкVmEZmrFEcmjrFcycEctm^ (=tt^6),
crZ-y yglm^ = crZyglm^ (=tt^7),
(tt^6{1} tt^7{1}=) tt^6 tt^7 y-y s, = prvrmкVmEZmrFEcmjrFcycEctcrZygl,

3.1.3

Problem Cases and their solutions

• alк^ smAs:only the last component of a compound has a case suffix. However as noted earlier there are
exceptions typically with certain compounds whose first and intermediate components also have
6

Vibhaktis. Such compounds are called aluk samāsa. The current tagset of the Sanskrit Consortium
does not mark aluk samāsas. In case of paraphrase generation, therefore it is necessary to check
whether the pre-component is in the base form or not.
• m@ympdloEp:This is a special type of compound in which some of the words in the paraphrase do not occur
in its compound form. e.g. Devabrāhman.ah. is a compound whose paraphrase is Devapujakah.
brāhman.ah.(a brāhmin who worships god). So to get the paraphrase of such compounds mere
components are not sufficient. One should also know the context to supply the missing words. We
do not handle such compounds in the present implementation. These compounds being very rare
not handling them does not affect the overall coverage of the paraphrase generator much.
• Special cases from Gan.apāt.a etc.:Compounds with special paraphrases have been listed by Pān.ini separately in a list. Examples of
such compounds are Mayuravaymsakah., Kambojamun.dah., Yavanamun.dah. etc. Each one of them
have a special paraphrase. Readymade paraphrases of such compounds are provided.
• uppd - smAs:An upapada tatpurus.a samāsah. has a verbal noun (kr.danta) as a post component(e.g. jnah. and
kārah. in Tattvajnah. and Kumbhakārah. respectively). These forms are special and occur only as
bound forms in a compound. Hence, a special morphological analyser to handle these forms is
necessary. The current implementation does not handle these forms as well.
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Evaluation

We have tested 160 examples from Saṅks.epa Rāmāyan.am. The performance of tested examples is
given below.
Correct Paraphrase
Wrong/Incomplete Paraphrase

No. of examples
145
15

%
90.60
9.40

The wrong or incomplete paraphrase is mainly because of the dictionary incompleteness or failure of
morph analyser to provide the analysis. A morph analyser that guesses the stem can improve the system
further. Another challenge we faced in the generation of paraphrase is related to gender.
Bahuvrihı̄ compounds which are exocentric, typically are adjectives. Hence their paraphrases will
change as per the gender of the nouns they qualify. The compound tagging naturally does not code this
information, and hence the paraphrase (from the Sanskrit grammar point of view) may be defective. e.g.
consider the word Nı̄lavarn.am as used in
1. idam nı̄lavarn.am
. phalam
(This is a blue coloured fruit.)
2. Nı̄lavarn.am
. phalam
. ānaya
(Bring a blue coloured fruit.)
3. Nı̄lavarn.am
. Krishn.am
. paśya
(See the blue coloured Krishna.)
In all these examples Nı̄lavarn.am is a s.as.t.ı̄ bahuvrı̄hi (Bs6) but is in nominative case in (1), and
accusative case in (2) and (3), further it is neuter in (1) and (2) and masculine in (3). Hence the
paraphrase will be different in all the three cases, viz.
1. nFl\ vZ y-y tt^ , tt^9 Plm^
(nFl\ vZ=nFlvZm^)
9 Nominative

case
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2. nFl\ vZ y-y tt^ , tt^10 aAny
(nFl\ vZ=nFlvZm^)
3. nFl\ vZ y-y s, , t\ p[y
(nFl\ vZ=nFlvZm^)
Thus to generate a correct paraphrase, we need the context and sentence level analysis viz. the
adj-noun relation (to get gender of adjective) and also the kāraka role of the noun (to know the vibhakti)
in case the word form is ambiguous.
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Future Work

The next task is to develop a syntactic parser and semantic analyser. A syntactic parser requires
a sandhi splitter and the semantic analyser needs a lexicon rich with semantic features. It will be very
interesting to look at the Pān.ini’s rules that govern the semantic aspects of the compounds. There are
around 200 rules in the As.t.ādhyāyı̄ dealing with the semantic aspect of the Sanskrit compounds. It may
provide some insight into various kinds of features the lexicon should be enriched with in order to be
able to carry out the semantic analysis mechanically.
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Appendix:
The following table gives the paraphrase of compounds with various tags

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

a&yyFBAv,
<x-y>A1 => y{6} f{x}
where f maps x to the noun with same semantic content.
A function f needs to be defined.
<x-y>A2 => x{3} EvprFtm^ vttm^
<x-y>A4 => x{6} y{6} smAhAr,
<x-y>A5 => x’{1} y{1} yE-mn^ 
dш

x’ has same gender as that of y’.
<x-y>A6 => x{6} y{6} smAhAr,
if x = Edv, both x and y will be in Edvvcnm^
<x-y>A7 => x{6} y
t(pzq,
<x-y>Tn => x{n} y 2 ≤ n ≤ 7
<x-y>Tn => x{n} y
<x-y>Tds => x{6;ba} y{6;ba} smAhAr,
<x-y-z>Tb = x{1} y{1} z{1}
кmDAry,
<x-y>K1 => x{1} tt^ y{1} c
<x-y>K2 => x{1} c y{1} c
<x-y>K3 => x{1} c asO y{1} c
<x-y>K4 => x{1} iv y{1}
<x-y>K5 => x{1} y{1} iv
<x-y>K6 => x{1} ev y{1}
<x-y>K7 => x{1} iEt y{1}
bhv
}FEh,
<x-y>BSn => x{1} y{1} yt^{g}{n} where g is the gender of y 2 ≤ n ≤ 7
<x-y>Bsd => x{6} c y{6} c ydtrAlm^
<x-y>Bsp => x{3} c y{3} c prh(y id\ yd\ prvttm^
<x-y>Bsg => x{7}-y{7}+ ghF(vA id\ yd\ prvttm^
<x-y>Bsmn => x’-y{1} y-y
<x-y>Bss = > x{1} vA y{1} y-y
<x-y>Bsu => x{1} iv y{1} y-yA,
<x-y>Bv => x y{1} y-y
<x-y>Bvs => y{6} x’ y
 sEt t

<x-y>BvS => y{3} sh
<x-y>BvU => x{6} iv y y-y
dvdv,
<x-y>Di => x{1} c y{1} c
<x-y>Ds => x{1} c y{1} c
<x-y>S => y{1} x{1}
<x-y>d => x y
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